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Company and products  
SVS s.r.l. www.MARMOLITE.it 
Via Adige , 5 50025  

Montespertoli FI ITALY 
Glass factory that operates in the flat and marble glass sector producing glass for building , interior 
design , lighting , furnishing with high tech plants dedicated to tempered glass and laminated 
glass with new technologies for a perfect state of the art finished product. Each unit produced is 
hand-crafted . 

It is fully specialised in export thanks to its know how in packaging that is tested in no breakages 
during shipping to the customer destination. 

Its main products are : 

- anti-collapsing glasses designed for parapets and bulletproof glass with a reduced thickness; 
glasses of 15mm made of this technology can resist a normal glass of 40 mm. 

- tables made of glass and marble with a large range of colours , patterns and textures . 

- parapets made of glass equipped with metal gears for installation. 

- glass shower enclosures completely customised with accessories . 

New vacuum plants for laminated glass; all kinds 
of materials now can be incapsulated inside two 
sheets of glass , e.g. fabrics , porcelain , paper 
and so on .

Glass furnace for tempered glass

http://www.MARMOLITE.it


Tables made of glass and stone.More than 100 colours 
and textures are available. It is necessary to know 
colour and style ( smooth or rough ) to get sample  
Every unit is handscrafted , sizes on demand , 
thickness 12mm or more 









Scrivi per inserire testo

Parapets made of glass , sizes on demand , thickness on 
demand.  
Tested to be installed outdoor with specific interlayers 
certified against collapsing in case of breakage .

PARAPETS MADE OF GLASS - SIZES ON DEMAND -



Your open space working 
place now is possible and safe 



Example of open space workplace 



SHOWER ENCLOSURES ON DEMAND

Shower enclosure designed and produced 
according to customer’s specifics. Glass 
( transparent , frosted , coloured , etc ) , metal 
accessories , sizes can be totally customised.



The range of 
possibilities is almost 
unlimited 


